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The present time of crisis, from a global health emergency to widespread social protests, has 
forced restaurateurs and bar owners to innovate as never before. We find out how. 面對全球衛生
危機和社會活動頻繁等重重困難下，餐廳和酒吧老闆發揮史無前例的創意，意圖突破困局。 By Melissa Twigg
Italian chef Massimo 
Bottura  recently 







Owning a restaurant has always been a risky business, but COVID-19 has 
made the rollercoaster ride much more adrenaline-charged. Across 
Europe, the US and Asia, restaurants – once the heartbeat of dynamic 
cities – have been forced to innovate by morphing into take-out joints, or 
by creating content for Instagram and food parcels for the hungry.
Even the most successful, critically acclaimed restaurants – the ones with 
queues snaking around the block and month-long waiting lists – run on 
tight margins. And over the last few tumultuous months, it’s the managers 
and chefs who think outside the box that have generated headlines and 
stayed afloat.
“We realised early on that physical distancing was here to stay for the 
foreseeable future, so we learned how to make our restaurants work under 
these conditions,” says Syed Asim Hussain, the co-founder of Hong Kong’s 
hugely successful Black Sheep consortium. “We looked into permanent 
floorplan changes and partition screens between tables. We’ve also been 
monitoring the news coming out regarding air conditioning spreading the 
virus, and adapted our airflow systems.
“In terms of the guest experience, we’ve realised that when masks cover 
our faces, guests can no longer see you smile, so body language is key. And 
we’ve also discovered that we all do a lot more lip reading than we realise, 
so we’re reminding the team to speak up.”
Along with his colleagues, Hussain has used this knowledge to create a now-
widely-shared COVID-19 handbook that’s being used by restaurateurs 
around the world. As regional industry leaders, they felt a responsibility 
to help independent joints without the same resources, arguing that 
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“Hong Kong has established itself as a major dining city and right now 
we’re at risk of losing that,” explains Hussein. We primarily thought that 
by sharing what’s working for us we might help a few other operators in 
our city, but we’ve been receiving messages from all over the world. The 
response has really surprised and touched us.”
Elsewhere in the city, eateries which had previously eschewed online 
deliveries joined popular delivery platforms to boost business. Restaurant 
group JIA, which operates 12 establishments around the city, set up an 
online delivery site – complete with a WhatsApp customer service chat 
– for the first time in its history as part of its “JIA Everywhere” initiative. 
Besides à la carte menu items, the group offered new office- and family-
friendly catering options, do-it-yourself meal kits, and a custom-ordering 
function that allowed diners to select dishes across multiple restaurants 
– including the group’s exclusive ten-seater, MONO.
In an unprecedented move, JIA also introduced a “Chefs at Home” service, 
opening up its roster of star chefs, like MONO’s Ricardo Chaneton, Andō’s 
Agustin Balbi, and Duddell’s Li Man-Lung, for private events at diners’ 
homes. 
They’re not the only ones that have been adapting with aplomb. As well as 
putting safety measures in place, restaurants across the globe have used the 
time off to forge new links between the hospitality industry and technology – 
a relationship that hasn’t been particularly well-developed until now.
Massimo Bottura is a good example. At the height of lockdown, back 
when Italy was battling thousands of new cases a day, the chef of three-
Michelin-star Osteria Francescana fame launched an Instagram series 
called “Kitchen Quarantine”. In it, he guides viewers through step-by-step 
recipes, including Thai curry, warm bollito salad, tortellini and even mac 
and cheese. Hundreds of thousands of people watched them, and online 
groups sprung up for fans to compare their triumphs and failures.
If sipping a glass of wine while surveying the dappled green-and-purple 
vineyards of Napa Valley is what you were craving, then Instagram had 
a solution for that too. Five days a week, Californian Caroline Conner 
taught wannabe wine experts how to fall in love with the humble grape. 
“My tastings are snobbery-free,” she says. “I’m teaching people how to 
taste wine from the ground up – don’t be intimidated. I prefer newbies.” 
Newbies flocked in, glass of wine in hand, and she became a lockdown-
evening staple.
Making it even easier to get tipsy when unable to drink or dine out was the 
Tell Camellia bar in Hong Kong. For the last five months, it’s been delivering 
its most famous cocktails to apartments around the city – bottled, chilled 
and ready-to-drink. These include the Darjeeling negroni, the matcha 
martini, the matcha vodka, and the mango and strawberry T-tonic, the 
bar’s signature take on the classic gin and tonic.
“By delivering cocktails we stayed connected with our guests and went all 
over Hong Kong if they couldn’t come to us – we got to them. The team 
and I have gone everywhere from Discovery Bay to Yuen Long,” says 
founder Sandeep Hathiraman. “We continue to sell and deliver them – 
and now Hong Kong is experiencing another wave, requests by groups of 
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For some businesses, it wasn’t a question of introducing technology, 
but rather incorporating more of it. Since opening in 2018, San Francisco 
burger restaurant Creator has employed robotics to automate its 
entire food preparation process. While Creator’s founders originally 
developed the technology to ensure consistency and save on labour 
costs (allowing them to use more expensive ingredients), the pandemic 
has reframed it as the future of food safety.
When California was in lockdown in March, Creator’s team of engineers 
designed a sealed takeout window complete with a positive pressure 
system and self-sanitizing conveyor belt that would allow its staff to 
transfer orders to customers without ever coming into contact with 
their food.
The meals, which are prepared entirely by robots directly inside the 
takeout containers, are hermetically heat-sealed, double-bagged, and 





























Signature sharing set at JIA 
Group’s French restaurant Louise;
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的外賣便當“It’s going to be a hard few years. Young hopefuls face an uphill battle
未來幾年一定非常艱難，有志從事這行業的年輕人將要
迎難而上 ”– Sandeep Hathiramani
While this all sounds futuristic, the engineers designed and built the 
transfer chamber within three days, using readily available materials 
from the hardware store. The transfer mechanism itself is powered 
manually by a hand-crank, which kept the design relatively simple and 
easy to replicate – the importance of which became clear when Creator 
shared the plans free of charge on its website.
In the hopes of helping other businesses introduce similar measures, 
the Creator team has also set up a page where other businesses can 
submit relevant questions and material-sourcing requests to their 
engineers. 
All this has shown a thoughtful, uplifting side of an industry that’s 
been seen as cutthroat and male-dominated for far too long. Yes, it’s 
undeniable that restaurants around the world will take a hit – but as 
diners, we owe them the same generosity and willingness to adapt that 
they’ve shown fellow business owners and even bored adults stuck at 
home with nothing to cook. Whether it’s ordering a take-out cocktail or 
having a socially distant dinner, every bit helps.  
“It’s going to be a hard few years. Young hopefuls face an uphill battle, 
with tough landlords and red-tape government licences, along with 
an uncertain climate,” says Hathiraman. “Businesses will have to re-
evaluate their target audience, particularly hotels or businesses who 
cater to tourists. But the real positive is that when Hong Kong went 
back to normal, everything was thriving, and restaurants and bars were 
packed.”
And so they will be again. 
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